
World Domination 101
 Global Conquest and Ruling with Living Design Systems



Who am i?
Kathrin @thecakedesk

Frontend Engineer 

- living in Berlin
- studied applied computer science
- web developer since 10+ years
- frontend only since 5+ years
- currently working @Grid Singularity





why Living design systems rule



source: http://www.bobbleheaddw.com/news/2015/10/7/us-web-standards-for-government-websites
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the Bright future with Living Design Systems
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How does it work?



WHAT STACK CAN I USE?



WHAT SHOULD BE IN MY SYSTEM?

source: http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/



WHAT SHOULD BE IN MY SYSTEM?

source: http://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/

Living Design System Repository



component-library 



How do i write Components?



● atoms and molecules as pure functions 
● complexter organisms that maybe have a 

state (e.g. switch or file uploader) as react 
class

● dynamic scss required by jsx
● use spread operator for all other props
● exported in index.js → nicer includes



card component



Demo the component



I  use storybook as demo and development environment.

● able to print out react components and html
● deployed and accessable as the one source of 

truth for everyone 
● demo is documentation with the help of  

storybook addons





card demo story



Styling & Theming



multi-dimension map with variables



scss mixins



Button Scss



npm my magical wand





SCSS - CSS
"build-css": "node-sass -r ./lib/components/ -o 
./build/components/"

require(`./Card.${process.env.NODE_ENV === 'storybook' ? 
'scss' : 'css'}`);

Run the demo in development mode

"storybook": "NODE_ENV=storybook start-storybook -p 9001 -c 
.storybook",



Two more Build Scripts
"imagemin": "imagemin ./lib/images/* 
--out-dir=build/images",

"build-js": "babel lib -d build",



Usage in your frontend Application
npm install my-component-library

import { Layout, Button} from 'my-component-library/build';



testing in frontend application
● first create a symbolic link to your library. // rerun every time you update 

some style you want to try out

$my-component-library npm link 

● then install the package from the link instead from the website

$my-consumer-app npm link my-component-library 



Summary

→ one source of truth

→ faster bugfixes and shorter development cycles

→ easier to keep up with trends

→ consistent UI and UX

https://github.com/gridsingularity/component-library/



Thank You


